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Short Description 

Confidence develops a mobility safeguarding assistance service for people with mild to 
moderate dementia. This document contains a list and short descriptions of the different 
pieces of material used for recruiting end-users for the field tests and train them in the usage 
of the Confidence system. As such it can be seen as a short guide introducing and 
referencing the different training material which then can be found in their separate 
documents and presentations. This document and the collected training material correspond 
to the Deliverable D6.3.2 as described in the DoW [1]. It closely relates to the Deliverable 
D6.3.1 Training Concepts for End-Users [2], which describes the training concepts for the 
end-users in Confidence to which this document refers. 
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2 Management Summary 
 
Confidence aims at developing a mobility safeguarding assistance service with community 
functionality for people with mild to moderate dementia. This document presents the material 
used to recruit and train the end-users. 

Relatively early in the project it has become clear how important the personal contact, trust 
and a personalised training are for the success of Confidence. This system will not be sold in 
a web store, it relies on trained caregivers or sensitized informal carers to get to the people 
really in need of it. Therefore, a detailed Confidence Training Concept for End-Users has 
been developed and presented in [2] that describes possible approaches for the training prior 
and during the execution of the acceptance tests and field trials. 

This document can be seen as description of the concrete instance of that concept in form of 
listing and explaining the different material that have been developed to support and train all 
end-users and people involved in the development and the tests of the Confidence system. It 
is a reference guide that gives an overview of the different training artefacts that we are still 
and will continue to utilized during the different phases of the project. As such the document 
is the entry point for the project deliverable D6.3.2. Training Material for End-Users which 
resembles this document together with all the documents which it refers to and which were 
created for information and training purposes. 

First, a short introduction of the different phases where training of the end-users is needed 
and a summary of the training and testing plans, which are naturally closely related, are 
given. 

In the main part, the document lists all the pieces of material sorted by the most intensive 
information and training phases (information and recruitment, acceptance tests, field tests). 
For each piece of material a short header informs the reader about its target audience, the 
intention, a short table of contents, the format and the related file names where the contents 
can be found. In order to make one selves a better picture of how the different material look 
like without opening all files, usually one or two representative screen shots accompany the 
information header. 

From today’s point of view, the material created has proven quite useful for all project 
member and end-users giving each of us more “confidence” in testing and using the system. 
Of course, one can always improve. So the material will be updated and further developed 
during the further course of the project. 
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3 Introduction 

3.1 Purpose of this Document 

This document sums up all relevant information concerning the material to train the different 
end-user groups of the AAL Call 4 project Confidence. It represents a short guide 
introducing, explaining and referencing the different training material which then can be 
found in their separate data files. Altogether, these artefacts represent the official project 
deliverable D6.3.2 End-User Training Material. 

3.2 Scope and Relationship to other Deliverables 

As already stated above, the document’s scope is give a summary and introduction to the 
training material prepared and used for the end-users in Confidence. The work is a result of 
the activities conducted in T6.3 Training Concepts and Material of WP6 in conjunction with 
the preparation of the acceptance and field tests represented in WP5 tasks T5.2 and T5.3 to 
prepare and execute the tests. The training material described in here base on the concept 
that is described in deliverable D6.3.1 Training Concepts for End-Users [2]. 

3.3 Definitions, Acronyms and Abbreviations 

Primary end-user Person living with Mild-to-Moderate Dementia seeking assistance 

Secondary end-user Secondary end-users providing assistance to primary end-users (family 
members) 

Care giver Professional carers who know and care for the primary end-users and 
are also involved in the training and tests of Confidence and also act 
as contact persons for the primary and secondary end-users as well as 
Confidence consortium 

Assistance device Mobile unit that provides the Confidence interface and services to the 
primary end-users 

Helper device Mobile unit that provides the Confidence interface and services to the 
secondary end-users 

Test pair A pair consisting of one primary and one secondary end-user testing 
Confidence 

Acceptance test Informal user testing session in which one or several groups consisting 
of a Confidence team member, a care giver and a test pair sit together 
a go – in roughly 1.5 hours - through a prepared test script to test and 
evaluate the latest version of the system. 

Field test A test in which the test pairs get an information folder and 2 devices to 
be taken to their homes and test them, on their own but supported by 
the care givers and the Confidence team, for around 6 weeks and give 
a feedback 

Mi-MoD  Mild-to-Moderate Dementia 

UI   User Interface  
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4 Training and Testing Plan 

The following list summarizes the training approach defined and applied for the first two 
acceptance tests and the first field test. It is a list of activities representing the concrete 
instantiation of the concept described in [2]. In a chronological order the list goes through the 
different activities executed and shortly explains them for the sake of a better understanding 
of what training material was needed. This material is then described in the following chapter 
5 where each section refers to one of the activities (if the activity comes with a set of training 
material). 

1. First information Visit Care Givers: After the end-user institution has been 
contacted a first time via phone and is generally interested in the project, the 
Confidence team travels to their site and informs the executive team and the care 
givers trying to inspire them to take part in the acceptance or field tests. 

2. Written Information and Informed Consent: After or during the first visit when a 
common decision has been taken to go on, the Confidence team presents a short 
project and field test description to concisely explain the aim of the project and the 
tests again. Further, the Informed Consent is explained handed over to the care 
givers. 

3. Recruiting of Test Pairs (Primary and Secondary End Users): The end-user 
institution has now the task to evaluate and contact potential test candidates within 
their group of associated end-users and invite them to a first information and training 
session. 

4. First information Event Test Pairs:  Ones the potential test pairs have been found 
they are invited to a first information event at the site of the end-user institution. In this 
session a first presentation of the project, its aim and the functionality of Confidence 
is given. 

5. Acceptance Tests (Optional): In the ideal a first acceptance test immediately 
follows that the information event for test pairs. In those tests the test pairs can be 
introduced to the system in a guided “hands-on” session. And the Confidence team 
gets the first feedback on how the users get on with the system. This feedback can 
be forwarded to the development team in order to fix bugs and optimise the system 
for the field tests 

6. Preparation of the Information and Training Event for the Field Tests: The 
folders with the training and test evaluation material are prepared as well as the test 
system with the mobile devices and the server configuration needed for the 
acceptance and field tests. 

7. Training of Care Givers and Test Pairs: Both care givers as well as the test pairs 
need to be trained. This training happens on the same day within two separate 
training sessions. There is one specialised session in the morning for the care givers 
and one for the test pairs in the afternoon. These sessions will be held immediately 
before the field tests. 

8. Field Tests: In the field tests the test pairs are equipped with the devices to be used 
in their daily lives and give the caregivers and the Confidence team their earnest 
feedback about the system in general and the different features and their usage. In 
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order to not leave them completely alone, different activities take part within the 4-6 
weeks of the field test duration to stay in contact with the test pairs. 

9. Evaluation: The results of the field tests are collected, analysed, evaluated and 
documented. This evaluation can be done based on data from the system (number of 
calendar entries, number of alarms etc.), questionnaires, a personal notebook as well 
as 1:1 interviews. 

10. Incentives and further support: At the end of the field tests there will be a social 
event together with the different test pair groups, where also a small present shall be 
given to them. After the field testing phase the end-users shall be kept informed e.g. 
telling them the results of the tests in the different countries and the state of the 
project itself. The goal is to preserve the community or let it grow in order to find (or 
recruit the same) candidates for the 2nd field tests. 

5 Description of Training Material 

5.1 First Information Visit Caregivers  

5.1.1 Introduction 

The first information visit shall make the caregivers know the project and what we intend to 
achieve with the acceptance and field tests. They shall have a rough understanding of what 
Confidence can do and know what will be the next steps in case they tune in for the tests. 

Two members of the Confidence team conduct the event which takes around 2 hours. 

The following material is utilized in the event: 

• Agenda and checklist 
• Movie clip 
• Flyer 
• PowerPoint presentation 
• Paper GUI-mock-ups 
• Project description 
• Informed consent 

5.1.2 Agenda and Checklist 

An agenda is sent to the caregivers and an internal checklist is sent to the Confidence team 

Audience: Caregivers and Confidence team 
Intention: To let the care givers know what the meeting is about and prepare for it. To 

make clear the flow of events, roles and responsibilities to the participants 
from the Confidence team side. 

Content List of agenda items, times, duration, responsibilities, material & remarks 
Format: Paper/PDF A4 to give to the caregivers 

Word Files in German for the internal checklist 
File Name(s): Confidence_Infomorgen_Agenda_v3.docx 

Confidence_Infomorgen_Agenda_v32_intern.docx 
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The following table represents the agenda of the event. 

Table 1: Agenda – First information visit caregivers 

Item Description Material Duration 

1  Welcome and personal introduction of the people - 5‘ 
2  The research project Confidence – A short 

introduction 
Movie clip 

Presentation 
10‘ 

3  Explanation to the project description and the informed 
consent that needs to be signed by the participants. 

Project Description 
Informed Consent 

15‘ 

4  Explanation of the field tests, their aim and the role of 
the caregivers as well as the test pairs and the 
Confidence team members. Questions/Answers. 

 15’ 

5  Short introduction of the features of Confidence using 
the smartphones or paper mock-ups and the user 
manuals. Questions/Answers 

Paper-GUI-Mockup 
Manual for End- 
Users 

25‘ 

6  Explaining the further planning of the tests and the 
roles and expectations of the different participants. 
Questions/Answers 

- 25‘ 

7  Discussion of potential next steps and planning of the 
acceptance and field tests 

- 15‘ 

8  Thank you and hope to see you soon again - 5‘ 
 Total  115’ 

 
Figure 1: Internal checklist of the visit (example) 
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5.1.3 Movie Clip 

A short, emotional movie clip has been produced. 

Audience: Caregivers and general audience 
Intention: To start a session and get into the story of Confidence 
Medium/Format: MP4 movie clip (1:15 Min.) in German and in English, for PC and iPad 
Content List of questions the end-users are confronted with, dementia topics and 

how Confidence intends to help them. 
File Name(s): Confidence_DEU.mp4 (German) 

Confidence_DEU_iPad.mp4 (German iPad) 
Confidence_ENG.mp4 (English) 
Confidence_ENG_iPad.mp4 (English iPad) 

 

 

Figure 2: Confidence Short Movie Clip 

5.1.4 Flyer 

A small flyer has been produced to be given to anyone who is interested in Confidence and 
used for marketing purposes. 

Audience: Caregivers, test pairs, general audience 
Intention: Short overview of the project in paper form, marketing, dissemination 
Content Confidence scenario, What is confidence? What do I get? How does it 

work? Confidence needs you (recruiting)! Partners and Contacts 
Format: Paper/PDF, 1 page A4 printed front and back, folded in 3, so it can be 

opened to reveal the inside. Swiss and Austrian editions. 
File Name(s): Confidence_Broschure_140109_print_CH.pdf (Swiss edition) 

Confidence_Broschure_140109_print_AT.pdf (Austrian edition) 
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Figure 3: Confidence flyer outside (above) and inside (below) 
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5.1.5 Presentation 

A presentation has been created to give an in-depth overview of AAL in general, the project, 
our approach and what we expect to achieve together with the caregivers. 

Audience: Caregivers 
Intention: Give the caregivers an impression of what AAL and Confidence is all about, 

what their role is, what we intend with the acceptance and field trials and 
why we really need them 

Content Agenda, AAL JP, drivers, goals, what we do not want, challenges, it is all 
about humans, Confidence, target groups, goals (proposal), the essence, 
why you?, features and services, current state of work, next steps, 
expectations, goals, approach, user workshop, thank you 

Format: PowerPoint Presentation, 22 slides, shown on beamer (German) 
File Name(s): AAL-JP_Confidence_DerRoteFaden_KurzerÜberblick_v01.pptx 
 

 

Figure 4: Extracts from the caregiver's presentation 
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5.1.6 Paper GUI-Mock-ups 

Audience: Caregivers, Test Pairs 
Intention: Get more concrete in showing the people how the user interface will look 

like. Get first feedback on the look&feel and the usability either before one 
has a prototype on the phone or if one does not want to use the electronic 
devices at this stage of the process. To test different UI-variants. 

Content Big paper print outs of all screens intended to be shown on the smartphone 
or on the PC (Confidence portal) 

Format: Printouts A3 and (optional) pictures on the smartphones 
File Name(s): Confidence.Test.Mockups.ilogs.png 

C_GUI Screenshots_D1_2_130715.pdf 
mockups_srfg_comments_YoooM.pptx 

 

 
Figure 5: Examples of paper mock-ups 
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5.1.7 Project Description and Informed Consent 

Audience: Caregivers and test pairs 
Intention: To explain transparently on concisely in a written form what a research 

project in general is and what specifically Confidence intends, what is 
expected from the test participants and what their rights are. To get a 
signed informed consent they have been informed about all important 
aspects of the project and take part in any action on free will. 

Content Project Description: Introduction. What is the goal of the field tests? What 
is your benefit if you take part? Are there any risks or side effects? What 
happens with the data which is collected about me?  

Informed Consent: Data (Name of project, test leader, test pairs), 
statements the test pairs have to agree with, signatures 

Format: Paper/Wordfile, 2 pages each document  
Swiss, Austrian and Rumanian editions 

File Name(s): Confidence_Projekt_Erklärungstext_v1.docx (Swiss Edition) 
Confidence_InformedConsent_FormularFT_v1.docx (Swiss Edition) 

 
 

 
Figure 6: Project description for end-users (Swiss example) 
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Figure 7: First page of informed consent (Swiss example) 

 

5.2 Training Material Test-Pair Information and Acceptance Tests 

5.2.1 Introduction 

The acceptance tests serve two purposes: On the one hand the test pairs as well as the care 
givers get acquainted with the system in a guided kind of “hands-on session”. On the other 
hand, the Confidence team gets a first impression on how the system is used and accepted 
by the end-users. The acceptance tests conducted so far were a very fruitful source of 
information in order to change features and optimise the system in different ways. 

After a short introduction in a plenary session - which can also be used as separate first 
information for test pairs if no acceptance tests take place at that location - the acceptance 
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tests are conducted in small groups each of them consisting of a test pair, a caregiver and a 
Confidence team member. 

The following material is used in the informational part and the acceptance tests: 

• Agenda and checklist 
• Movie clip 
• Flyer 
• PowerPoint presentation 
• Paper GUI-mock-ups 
• Screen plans 
• Walkthrough and test script 

5.2.2 Agenda and Checklist 

An agenda is sent to the caregivers and an internal script is sent to the Confidence team 

Audience: Test pairs, caregivers and Confidence team 
Intention: To let the acceptance test participants know what the meeting and the 

acceptance test is all about and be prepared for it. To make clear the flow 
of events, roles and responsibilities to the participants from the Confidence 
team side. 

Content External Agenda: Organisational data, participants, agenda items, duration 
Internal Agenda: List of agenda items, times, duration, responsibilities, 
material & remarks 
Checklist: What, who, remarks 

Format: Paper/PDF A4 to give to the caregivers 
Word Files in German for the internal script 

File Name(s): Confidence_ AcceptanceTest_1_Agenda_v03.docx  
Confidence_AcceptanceTest_1_Agenda_Checkliste_intern_v2.docx 

 

The following table represents the agenda of the event. 

Table 2: Agenda – First information test pairs and acceptance tests 

Item Description Material Duration 

1 Welcome and personal introduction of the people - 5‘ 
2  The research project Confidence – A short 

introduction and what we do today 
Movie clip 

Presentation 
10‘ 

3  First part of the acceptance tests in groups Paper-GUI-Mockup 
Test script 

Smartphones 

30‘ 

4  Break  10’ 
5  Second part of the acceptance tests in the same 

groups 
Test script 

Smartphones 
30‘ 

6  Finish the test, summing up, thank you and hope to 
see you soon 

- 15‘ 

7  Debriefing caregivers and Confidence Team, next 
steps 

- 20‘ 

 Total  120’ 
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Figure 8: Internal checklist 1st acceptance test (Swiss example) 
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5.2.3 Presentation 

A presentation has been created to give an in-depth yet simple overview of AAL in general, 
the project, our approach and what we expect to achieve together with the test pairs. 

Audience: Test pairs 
Intention: Give, in a simple way, the test pairs a rough impression of what AAL and 

Confidence is all about, what their role is, what we intend with the 
acceptance and field trials and why we really need them 

Content Research project, project partners, where to go?, My smartphone can 
helpS, it connects me with my son, human centred, what can it do? What 
do we test today?, Any questions? 

Format: PowerPoint Presentation, 10 slides, shown on beamer (German) 
File Name(s): iHL_RoterFaden_HilfeFuerUnterwegs_Confidence_20130718.pptx 
 

 

Figure 9: Slides from the first presentation for the test pairs 

 

5.2.4 Screen Plan 

Audience: Confidence Team, caregivers 
Intention: Show on one page what the extent of the acceptance tests and what 

screens can be accessed in the current version 
Content Pictures of all screens 
Format: Paper/PDF printout A3 
File Name(s): Confidence_1stAcceptanceTest_Overview_v5_20130626.docx 
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Figure 10: Confidence acceptance test screen plan 

 

5.2.5 Test Description and Walkthrough 

Audience: Test pairs, caregivers, Confidence team 
Intention: The documents serve several purposes:  

Test description: Make it clear to the Confidence team members in all test 
regions what and how is going to be tested in the acceptance tests. 
Walkthrough: On the one hand it serves as a step-by-step instruction to 
guide the test pair and the care giver through the acceptance test. On the 
other hand it contains questions the Confidence team member will ask and 
serves as the test notebook and documentation for the Confidence team 
member accompanying the group. 

Content Example walkthrough 1st acceptance test: Information header, Device, 
Home Screen (inside, outdoors), weather information, reminder, emergency 
call, general impression GUI, break, help over video call, use it as a 
smartphone, design variants, any other feedback? 

Format: Test description, Word file, 19 pages 
Walkthrough, Paper print-out, 10 pages 

File Name(s): Test description: Confidence AcceptanceTests Script_20130614_v05 
Walkthrough: Confidence_AcceptanceTests_1_Drehbuch_v03.docx 
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Figure 11: Example pages from the test description (above) and the walkthrough (below) 
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5.3 Training Material for Field Tests  

5.3.1 Introduction 

In the field tests a whole productive Confidence has to be provided to the end-users. They 
get the devices for 6 weeks to thoroughly test the system in their daily lives. Before the field 
tests start, we train the test participants in two groups, the carers and the test pairs. 

In the morning, the carers get a training summing up everything again and using every 
feature in hands-on sessions. In the afternoon the same is done, in a more moderate way, 
with the test pairs. And both are again informed about how the tests will exactly going to be 
executed. Finally, the project description is read again and the informed consent signed. 

The following material is used in the informational part and the training sessions before the 
field tests: 

• Flyer 
• Agenda and checklist carers 
• PowerPoint presentation carers 
• Manual for carers 
• Manual Confidence portal 
• Agenda and checklist test pairs 
• Presentation for test pairs 
• Manual for primary end-users 
• Manual for secondary end-users 
• Project description 
• Informed consent 
• Confidence exercises 
• Notebook 
• Questionnaire 
• Device information sheet 
• Contacts and dates sheet 

5.3.2 Agenda and Checklist Carers 

An agenda is sent to the caregivers and an internal script is sent to the Confidence team 

Audience: Caregivers and Confidence team 
Intention: To let the field test participants know what the meeting, training and the 

field test is all about and be prepared for it. To make clear the flow of 
events, roles and responsibilities to the participants from the Confidence 
team side. 

Content External Agenda: Organisational data, participants, agenda items, duration 
Internal Agenda: List of agenda items, times, duration, responsibilities, 
material & remarks 

Format: Paper/PDF A4 to give to the caregivers 
Word Files in German for the internal script 

File Name(s): 20140116_Sursee_Confidence_Info_Agenda_v2.docx 
20140116_Sursee_Confidence_Info_Agenda-intern_v2.docx 
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The following table represents the agenda of the event. 

Table 3: Agenda – Information and training caregivers for field tests 

Item Description Material Duration 

1 Welcome and personal introduction of the test team - 5‘ 
2  Detailed presentation of the features of the 

Confidence-Application 
- SOS-Button 
- Help-Button (emergency chain explanation) 
- Call feature (to get called) 
- Map/Find my way feature 
- Weather 
- Calendar and reminders 

Show them the usage of the Confidence portal (user 
data input, create calendar entries, geo fencing etc.) 

Presentation for 
carers, 

manual carers, 
manuals test pairs,   

manual portal 
smartphones 

45‘ 

3  Break  10’ 
4  Let the caregivers try every features themselves with 

the phones (support through Confidence members): 
- Call and get called 
- Help feature with video call, show environment 
- Use the map to find the way home 
- Weather forecast 
- Calendar entries on the phone 
- Calendar entries through the portal 

manual carers, 
manuals test pairs, 

manual portal 
smartphones 

60‘ 

5  Explain test plan and their roles in the field tests Presentation for 
carers 

20’ 

6  Finish off, summary, questions, conclusions  10‘ 
 Total  150’ 

 

5.3.3 Presentation for Carers 

Audience: Care givers 
Intention: To let the caregivers supporting the field tests know the test planning, make 

clear the flow of events, roles and responsibilities for the tests. 
Content Goals of the project, goals of the field tests, summary of features, what we 

have learned so far, test plan. 
Format: Goals & Features: PowerPoint Presentation, 19 slides, shown on beamer 

(German) 
Test planning: PowerPoint Presentation, 16 slides, shown on beamer 
(German)  

File Name(s): Goals & Features: Confidence_3_TestpaareSchulung_20140122.pptx 
(same as for test pairs) 
Test planning: Confidence_1_Infobesuch_20140115.pptx 
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Figure 12: Example slide information caregivers 

5.3.4 Manual for Carers 

Audience: Care givers 
Intention: Handbook, user manual and reference guide for caregivers which explains 

the usage of carer specific usage scenarios in a simple way. 
Content Buttons and interfaces, solve unexpected situations, stop confidence, 

update the software, calibrate compass, close alarms 
Format: Paper/PDF print-out, 9 pages (for both smartphone types used in the tests) 
File Name(s): Confidence_Mentor-docu_v1.2_2014-01-21_de_Nexus5.pdf 

Confidence_Mentor-docu_v1.2_2014-01-21_de_Xcover2.pdf 
Confidence_Mentor-docu_v1.2_2014-01-21_de_Xcover2+Nexus5.pdf 
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Figure 13: Example pages from the carers' manual 
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5.3.5 Manual Confidence Portal 

Audience: Care givers 
Intention: Handbook, user manual and reference guide for caregivers which explains 

the usage of each relevant feature of the Confidence web portal. 
Content System configuration at first usage, create a new secondary end user, 

assign primary end user to secondary end user, activate alarm chain, your 
own calendar, moving zones, usage of the web portal during the tests, enter 
calendar items 

Format: Paper/PDF print-out, 13 pages 
File Name(s): Confidence_webportal-docu.pdf 

 

Figure 14: Example pages from the portal manual 

 

5.3.6 Agenda and Checklist Test Pairs 

An agenda is sent to the test pairs and an internal script is sent to the Confidence team 

Audience: Test pairs and Confidence team 
Intention: To let the field test pairs know what the meeting, training and the field test is 

all about and be prepared for it. To make clear the flow of events, roles and 
responsibilities to the participants. 

Content External Agenda: Organisational data, participants, agenda items, duration 
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Internal Agenda: List of agenda items, times, duration, responsibilities, 
material & remarks 

Format: Paper/PDF A4 to give to the test pairs 
Word Files in German for the internal script 

File Name(s): 20140124_Sursee_Confidence_SchulungTestpaare_Agenda_v2.docx2 
20140124_Sursee_Confidence_SchulungTestpaare_Agenda-
intern_v2.docx 

 

The following table represents the agenda of the event. 

 

Table 4: Agenda – Information and training test pairs for field tests 

Item Description Material Duration 

1 Welcome, project overview, shortly explain project 
description and informed consent again, inform them 
about the goals and the field test planning (dates, 
effort, roles etc.) 

Presentation for test 
pairs 
Project description 
Informed consent 

15‘ 

2  Explain the 6 main features of the Confidence-
Smartphones in the presentation and on the manual: 
(1) SOS-Button, (2) Help-Button (alarm chain), (3) 
calling, (4) Map/Find my way, (5) weather, (6) 
calendar/reminders 

Presentation for test 
pairs 
Manuals test pairs 

20‘ 

3  Hand over the devices and the test folders (containing 
all manuals, questionnaires, exercises and information 
sheets explained in the sections coming below) 

Smartphones,  
test folders 

15’ 

4  Break - 15‘ 
5  Test pair try out all 

features together with the 
caregivers and the 
Confidence team 
members and with the 
usage of the exercises 
and manuals  

Caregivers and 
Confidence team member 
enters the personal data 
into the portal (if not 
known beforehand) 

Smartphones 
Manuals  
PC and Internet 

60’ 

6  Test pairs try to use the 
features themselves and 
train themselves 
(supported by the 
caregivers and the team 
members) 

Caregivers and 
Confidence team 
members fill out the 
questionnaires together 
with the test pairs 

Smartphones 
Manuals 
Questionnaire 

20‘ 

7  Question and answer session, read and sign the 
informed consent 

Project description 
informed consent 

10’ 

8  Introduce the next steps, test planning, Confidence 
notebook, next dates 

Presentation, dates 
sheet, notebook 

15’ 

9  Finish off. Goodbye and see you soon.  5’ 
10  Debriefing for caregivers and Confidence team  20’ 

 Total  195’ 
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5.3.7 Presentation for Test Pairs 

Audience: Test pairs 
Intention: To brush up all information concerning the Confidence project and the 

features of the system and let the test pairs taking part the field tests know 
the test planning, make clear the flow of events, roles and responsibilities 
for the tests. 

Content This afternoon, research project, you can help us, test procedure, this is 
important to us, what is it all about, what can it do, help, map, weather, 
calendar, SOS, other features, let us try it out!, next steps, contact, thank 
you.  

Format: PowerPoint Presentation, 19 slides, shown on beamer (German) 
File Name(s): Confidence_3_TestpaareSchulung_20140122.pptx 
 

 

Figure 15: Example slides presentation test pairs 
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5.3.8 Manual for Primary End-Users 

Audience: Test pairs, primary end-users 
Intention: Handbook, user manual and reference guide for primary end users which 

explains the usage of each relevant feature of the Confidence device. 
Content How to use the device, SOS, Help: calling, Help: get called, Map: Show me 

the way, weather, calendar: view / close reminders 
Format: Paper/PDF print-out, 8 pages, English, German and Romanian 
File Name(s): Confidence_PEU+SEU-docu_v1.3_2014-01-21_de_PEU.pdf 

Confidence_PEU+SEU-docu_v1.3_2014-01-21_en_PEU.pdf 
Confidence_PEU+SEU-docu_v1.3_2014-01-21_ro_PEU.pdf 

 

 

Figure 16: Example pages of the manual for the primary end-user 
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5.3.9 Manual for Secondary End Users 

Audience: Test pairs, secondary end-users 
Intention: Handbook, user manual and reference guide for secondary end users 

explaining the usage of each relevant feature of the Confidence device. 
Content How to use the device, SOS, Help: calling, Help: get called, Map: Show me 

the way, weather, calendar: view / close reminders, alarms: accept and 
view, Map: find the primary end-user, calendar: create new entries 

Format: Paper/PDF print-out, 11 pages, English, German and Romanian 
File Name(s): Confidence_PEU+SEU-docu_v1.3_2014-01-21_de_SEU.pdf 

Confidence_PEU+SEU-docu_v1.3_2014-01-21_en_SEU.pdf 
Confidence_PEU+SEU-docu_v1.3_2014-01-21_ro_SEU.pdf 

 

 

Figure 17: Example pages of the manual for the secondary end-user 
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5.3.10 Questionnaires 

Audience: Test pairs 
Intention: To ask the test pairs about their mobility behaviour and the usage of the 

features of Confidence at the start, during and at the end of the tests in 
order to find out differences in their behaviour while using Confidence. 

Content Questions to the personal mobility, where and when have you taken your 
device with you? 

Format: Paper/PDF print-out and Word file electronically, 8 pages 
File Name(s): Confidence_Feldtestdokumentation_German_20140121.docx 

 

Figure 18: Example pages of the mobility and usage questionnaires 
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5.3.11 Note Book 

Audience: Test pairs 
Intention: To give the test pairs a small tool they can use to note their feedback during 

the tests whenever they feel like reporting something. 
Content More or less blank pages 
Format: Paper/PDF print-out booklet A5, 16 pages 
File Name(s): Confidence_Feldtestdokumentation_German_20140121.docx 
 

 

 

Figure 19: Example page of the Confidence notebook 
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5.3.12 Confidence Exercises 

Audience: Test pairs 
Intention: To give the test pairs the possibility to conduct step-by-step exercises by 

their own at home to motivate them to use the system frequently. 
Content Confidence – Exercises for test pairs, Exercise 1: Help functions, Exercise 

2: SOS function, Exercise 3: Map function, find my way home, Exercise 4: 
Calendar function, Exercise 5: Weather function, Exercise 6: Other 
functions – page 2 

Format: Paper/PDF print-out booklet A4, 9 pages 
File Name(s): Confidence_Übungen-für-Testpaare_20140122.docx 
 

 

Figure 20: Example pages of the exercises for test pairs 
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5.3.13 Device Information Sheet 

Audience: Test pairs 
Intention: To give the test pairs all the data they need to know about their devices and 

the portal. 
Content Device data, portal login data 
Format: Paper/PDF print-out A4, 1 page 
File Name(s): Confidence_Testpaar-Angaben_v1.docx 
 

 

Figure 21: Device and portal data 

 

5.3.14 Contacts and Dates Sheet 

Audience: Test pairs 
Intention: To give the test pairs all the information they need to know to contact 

someone in case they have a question and see when their next event in the 
course of the field test activities takes place (yes, we will also fill them into 
the calendar and send an invitation letter for the next event). 

Content Contact data, dates 
Format: Paper/PDF print-out A4, 2 pages 
File Name(s): Confidence_Projekt_KontaktUndTerminblatt_v1.docx 
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Figure 22: Contact and dates sheet 
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